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ABSTRACT The differences between the subjects seem
to reflect different dialects, as RD and
PBP were born in Saurashtra (western part

The purpose of our study was twofold: (i) of Gujarat), whereas PvB (Baroda), SK
to define "tight" phonation in acoustic (Surat), and GU (northern Gujarat, Ahmeda-
terms and (ii) to examine the acoustic dif‘ bad) originate from the northern and eas-
ferences between murmured and "tight“ tern part of Gujarat. The dialectal differ-
phonation in Gujarati. The analysis was ences of Gujarati have been subjected to an
based on the parameters: Fo contour. over-
all intensity,

2nd harmonic,
and the
tude of

the bandwidth

serve best
tight phonation

Gujarati

ally treated

and normal
are used

mured from

they serve

from voiceless.
voiced ones.
which have

ters by
from normal

bandwidth of F1 and F2. The ampli-
the first two harmonics as well as

in distinguishing murmured from low larynx position,

as a member of that group of
languages which contrast murmur phonation

voicing. Both phonation types
on the one side to separate mur-

clear vowels. on the other side
to distinguish murmured stops

Acoustical analyses of murmur
been carried out since the late

fifties revealed several acoustic parame-
which murmur may be distinguished

voicing. Murmur is characte-
rized by the following features: a lowering

extensive study by one of us (Modi,’5), who
employed the method of tomography in her
analysis. It appeared that two dialect
groups have to been treated separately ac-
cording to the phonation types used. One

of F1 and F2 turned out to group, which she calls "murmur", shows a

whereas the other
group (“tight") has a high larynx position
in order to avoid murmur phonation.'As the
term "tight" for the non-murmur dialects

amplitude of the 1st and

the frequency of F1 and F2,

INTRODUCTION was introduced impressionistically by Modi
[5] it still lacks definition in terms of

acoustic features. The aim of our present
Indo—Aryan language- is usu- study was therefore to examine the influ-

ence of several acoustic parameters in mur-

mur and tight phonation. The following pa-
rameters have been examined: (1) the course

of the fundamental frequency (Fo), (ii) the

overall intensity, (iii) the amount of en-

ergy in the first (H1) and second (H2) har-
voiceless aspirated. and monic, and (iv) the frequency of F1, F2 as

well as (v) their corresponding bandwidths

B1 and BL

HATERIAL AND INFORHANTS

of fundamental frequency (Fischer-Jorgensen
(2],
in the
relation to
Ladefoged [4),
mants [21,
[2].

early one,

[2],
murmured and

that the

for PvB.
speech
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[6], Schiefer [81). an increase
amplitude of the first harmonic in

the second one (Bickley [1], as a

a later onset of higher formants
lowering of the second formant

(Pongweni.
course [2).
intensity [8L
acoustic studies on Gujarati. and a quite

is that of E. Fischer-Jorgensen
examined the differences between

clear vowels
seven subjects used in her inves-

tigation showed great variability in produ-
cing murmured
points out
vowels in

and a lowering of the overall

"all informants have murmured
their natural speech, and this

pronunciation seemed to be very constant
and GU. In RD's and PBP's

Our analysis was based on a rather limited
material, and the results should be taken

preliminary report on the selectivity
of the acoustic parameters for the separa-
tion between murmur and tight phonation. W9
based our analysis on murmured stops rather

than vowels as we felt that the stops would
provide the most stringest test for the
saliency of the single acoustic parameters

Hurmured stops occur in both dialects and
are contrasted from the other stops byla
distinctive release of the stop, which 18
characterized by an incomplete closure bet-

ween the vocal folds during the phonstory
cycle.
The material consisted of isolated words
containing the murmured stops in five
places of articulation (labial, dentaL
retroflex, palatal, and velar) followed by
the vowel /a/ in word—initial DOSiti°m
Each CV syllable occurred five to 15 times

Huffman [31), broader for-

an irregular intensity

One of the most extensive

It is apparent

vowels. As Fischer-Jorgensen

is optional" [2, p.741.
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' . ded
' material. The material was recor

1: tEzpe in Baroda, India. One speaker

fmale) from Rajkot and one from Ahmedabad

served as informants for tight and murmured

phonation.

PROCEDURE

'c anal sis of the data was run

igehazinl where the words were digitized

(using a sample rate of 20 kHz) filtereg

with a cut off frequency of 0 kHz ”an

stored on a PDP11/50. The periodic portions

of the initial CV syllables of all words

were segmented into single pitch periodsfby

the help of a segmentation routine ( or

further detail of. [8]) and stored for fur

ther analysis. The fundamental frequency

was calculated from the segmented materi:

and measured for the first 14 pitch periots

after the burst of the stop. The intensi y

was measured for the same vowel portion

The same (segmented) material was used to

calculate the contribution of H1 and H2 0

the overall intensity of all pitch periods

ofthe vowel. A second analySis was runFon

Hm unsegmented data in order to gaindth,

F2 data and their corresponding bandwi s

bythe use of a LPC procedure. The folks)?2

ing adjustments were made: frame size - ent

samples (this is equivalent to a segm =

dmetion of 25.6 ms), window shift sizen

128 samples, filter degree = 22. Hammicg

WHNOw size = 512 samples, preemphasis ad—

tcr= 0.7. There was a limitation for ban _

Mdth of the formants, which could not :zr

CEed 2/3 of the formants value. Grea t

bMMwidth led to a rejection of the fogns

NWDosed by the routine. As great pigoF1 in

wereinvolved in the calculation 0 1_ .—

murmur (for detail see below) thislpres::;s

nary analysis was run on the vefa torial

only. Separate multivariate two sci) F0

analysis of variance were run for(_v) F1,

(ii) intensity, (iii) H1 and H2, 1 .

(v) F2, (vi) B1, and (vii) 52.

RESULTS

re
Fundamental freguencx. The results ghe- 1.
iven 'n Fi s. 1 to 3 and 1“ Table

gifferences f" Fo between b9th speahersbgzfi
small. Po at vowel onset ls 10walnln the
Speakers and increases towards P1 p1 to P3
murmured dialect a F0 f§11 from 1y not
can be observed. Whic“ ls ObVIggicerning
produced by the other speaker. <1ace of
the influence of the Stop sb Eween the
articulation great differences e murmured
dialects can be observed. The ttern as
sDeaker shows a quite regular paP2/P3 can
for all stops a fa11 from P1.t9 towards
be found and a quasi-1ineaP rlslngnset are
P14. The F0 differences at V°wel gour At
smaller than at the and 0f the co; ortion
the end of the (measured) vowethephantl
higher F0 values are assigned t° - nt]
(/dh bh dhl), lower valuestgghtEgfioLation
stops (/3h ghl). The F0 differ-
sneaker shows somewhat grafter
ences at vowel onset. a VISIng
Jh/ and a falling—rising patter
to P4) after lgh an dhl. The

F0 after lbh
n (from P1

difference

Table 1: Statistical results for F0, inten-

sity, and harmonics H1 and H2

D=dia1ect, P=place of articular

tion, H=harmonics.

Fo intensity H1/H2

INTERACTIONS

D-P-H --- --- n s

H-P --- --- n.s.

D-H ——— --— < .001

D-P (.001 (.001 n s.

""""""""""IZZ""'ZII" < 00,
H1/H2

.

DIALECT (.01 (.001 <.001

PLACE-OF-ARTIC n.s . <.001 <.001

en the stops at P14 is greater and F0

222:: to depend on the apicality of the

stop rather than on its position; [-apic]

stops show slightly higher, [+apicl stops

lower values.

' x ' ‘ ts for
nsit . Fi . 4 displays the resul

taggintensityg averaged over all places of

articulation for both speakers, whereas the

influences of the place of articulation are

plotted separately for murmur and tight in

Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. The statisti-

cal results are given in Table 1. The in—

tensity is lower in tight than in murmur

phonation. In both dialects the intensity

is lowest at vowel onset, increases rapidly

towards P3/P4, and increases slowly towards

the end of the contour in murmur, whereas

in tight phonation the amount of increase

is greater from P8 to P14, which indicates

a change in the underlying phonation pro-

cess. In murmur the influence of the place

of articulation on the intensity is small,

smallest at vowel onset and increases

slightly towards the end of the contour.

The increase in intensity over the contour

is nearly the same for all stops. ht P14

[+ant] stops show a somewhat greater inten-

sity than do [-antl stops. In tight phona-

tion the influence of the stop 5 place of

articulation is greater at vowel onset as

well as at the end of the contour. The in-

tensity is greater in l+antl stops and less

in (-ant] ones. The intenSity course after

lgh/ differs significantly from the other

ones as there is an abrupt increase in in-

tensity after P9. This 'again can be ex-

plained by a change in ,the underlying

phonation type. as we believe that murmur

can be sustained after lgh/ only if it is

accompanied by a low larynx position

' ' 7 and 8 dis-
__n_i_uss_2£_.fll_£2§_flz. Figs.

3T3: the results for H1 and 'Hz for both

dialects, whereas the statistical results

are again given in Table 1. We have mea—

sured the amount by which the single har-

monics contribute to the overall intensity

of the single pitch periods.' In .tight

phonation the amount of energy is slightly

higher in H1 than in H2. This feature is

associated, as mentioned above. with mur-

mur phonation. The difference remains rela—

tively constant throughout the vowel. In

murmur on the other hand the difference

between H1 and H2 is much greater. Whereas

the course of H1 and H2 is nearly level in

tight phonation, the amount of energy in H1

increases in murmur from P1 to P14. H2, on
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Hm other hand, shows a rising-falling- in ti ht th - h t" T k'

_ ,5l.:rotl) f u

. . 9 an in murmur p ona ion. a ing

13° ordi:1e;:- unc on H HUR _
_. -. level pattern. The-Influence‘of‘the stop.s both parameters together. we argue that

-
___ ...w""' ..... LAB. 1 place of artlculatlon 1s Slemflcant in they reflect different degrees of'

‘ _
hu‘ Tm 25— .Inune“ ”‘ ; both dialects, where [+ant] stops again variability in the phonation. showing

,5 1 .20
_ ,--' )— ip—n. , Aw I hive somewhat higher values than l-antl greater variability in tight phonation

,1. 1 -
.’ ‘_ no” sops.

(with a high larynx position) and. less

if? _ "WM“. 22 , :./ ’figa‘rjf‘arr- "“°"‘"" 1
variability in murmur, where the larynx po-

‘2. no . ,,.---"'
_ (V ' h-o RET F1 F2 B1 and 82. As the LPc failed to sition is 101.1,

{‘H - a. .”,g ~~0-“ % ’
1 calcu1at: F1ttpre2;821Z for about 250 ms of The results of the analysis of H1 and H2

15. _
. 13-

rue ( the vowe a er e s op's release, F1 and show that in both dialects "murmur" occurs.

v Q km
3 .

PAL M are measured for the steady vowel por- Whereas the degree of murmur is high in

H a -
g

,_, \ tion only. The results for F1 differ ex— murmured it is low in tight dialects. This

m h _
g H “ Mmi:1nunflty(fl)aso Nnuiu u v“ , trumly between the murmured and tight difference in the degree of murmur is re-,

H‘
,5

5 _ Phceof-rucuauon(numum “ Speaker: F1, averaged over 368 ms is 660.0 flected by the results from bandwidths 31

u*
. . . 1 ' 1 . . . . . ¢=

1 Hzin murmur and 906.5 Hz in tight phona- and 82. In both dialects the bandwidth of

‘2 I 3 s 7 9 u . . . . . . . . . . ' . tion(for details of. Table 2). The corres- F1 is much more greater than found in other

;
puchpenpds 11 13 1 3 5 '7 5 1; . . . pending bandWidth is 370.9 Hz in murmur and languages, a fact that accounts for less

1 - ”0- —.
PiWhpfldws ” l 2033 in tight phonation. The bandwidth de- sharp boundaries in the spectrum. 0n the

i‘: _

other hand B1 remains great throughout the

A; 4 Fig.2: In; ”a u . function of place 30-1 n 5
Table 2: Averaged formant— and bandwidth contour in murmur, but decreases in tight

r;
0 ar cuafion(mmmm) r—aIAB _ a :Iauty1dm fm‘fight

values and standard deviations for phonation. The results from 32 again re-

1 13° '

’---"" ""‘ LAB the murmured and tight dialect in flect a higher degree of murmur in the mur-

_
.__. ALV 2‘ ’

‘ Hz; minimum and maximum values of mured speaker. ‘as the bandwidth is smaller

.
-———I ALV the formants and bandwidth; level compared to the tight' speaker.

12° '
.___‘ RET

: of significance from the analysis In summary, the murmured stops are produced

_
u ' /fi r—I of variance for F1. F2, 31. and with a murmur release in both dialects. But

. ' RET ; 82
there are differences in the degree and du-

no ’
H PAL :3 N'. , / 1 ---------------------------

---------------- ration of murmur between the speakers. The

18 _. r A. o-n-o PAL

3 N -
;, ..-I/J" \rftzfi‘*"‘~y-o’ /~\\/" . F1 F2 B1 B2 amplitude of the first and second harmon-

: m
*-w VEL u - ,-“ ”

1 ------------------------
------------ e ------ ice, as well as the bandwidths of F1 and F2

6 "m ‘
E 1‘ If, /V *"Vm« mmmur

are the most efficient acoustic parameters

"' -,
3 ' ,..._.__,__.__.»/ : x 660.0 1373 7 370.9 125.1 to distinguish between tight and murmur

4
5 _ 0-”,
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~ )k )~‘\ 4:)“; » pucnp:33032?1353§ - “eases slowly in murmur (427.4 Hz at the Indian Lingu1stics 28. 71 139 (1967)

11 K ‘1’ w—J’ 0—. PAL

0- ‘Ji - f1: *“ 9:. - ,c
beginning and 347.0 Hz at the end of the

_

-

\ ' ~o'~)::>.x ~.".". 5 04 ,I“
‘ eontour) and in tight phonation, where B1 [3] Huffman. H.K.: Measures of phonation

i ’)\ l V ' ""' VEL .. ' ' ,’ "". , 18 257.8 Hz at the beginning and 149.8 Hz types 1n Hmong. University of Can-

5 10°- \‘4’
° - v’ “".".n."._. -’ at the end of the contour. The frequencies fornia Working Papers 1" Phonetics

:- —
g _02_ ' """ 9? F2 are rather comparable: r2 = 1373.7 Hz 51: 1'25 (1935)

2’
0

1“ mut‘mur and 1383.9 Hz in tight phonation,
- - -

. . . . . .. . . . . . . , 5 —
‘ Whereas the mean of 32 of tight phonation [4) Ladefoged. P.: The linguistic use of

1 3 5' 7 9 n .3

(152.0 Hz) is higher than that of murmur different phonation types. University

Pitch Periods '
'7 I I I I u n I . . . . , 1 (125.1 Hz)

or Cailfot‘gia ggrggnifigggers 1n

'
h ics : -
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P C periods
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[51 Hodi. Bh.: The laryngeal dimension in

-

9 dznztty (63) as a function of mm 31.1 n .-
DISCUSSION

Gujarati phonology. Fifth Intern.

25 _
' . " ‘ 323:)“ "any of In and 32 m

Phonology Meeting, Eisenstadt.
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. - . ‘ ‘ ' ' t‘ h G ette.

-
----« 'rm -°B-

‘ The acoustic parameters involved In this 23:13:12.Wizgfz‘klhgggifisc e 62

22 _.
p“. "2 1 :EUdY contribute in different degre: £30226 ' '

—
_-o'

' .
1 '

‘

-/ o. 3 “23mm" 33232:? pgurflgfini'c'd Eighusga to :61 chala. 14.. Phonological features o_r

g 18— . .”.,-”' §
! SiStizguish between murmur and tight as :2 ¥}“33_§§°F:§7§i As1an Lang. Analysis

. ‘ ,fllnofl‘” "
u '

' ra her a feature of the spea ers v01 -

a 3
5 .04-

1 than of the underl ing Phonetion type. 0n . .

1 ' .'
'3 m

1 the other hand the; are great differences [7] Pongweni. tLtJ.C.: 3n Biogstig stud}! of

=

-
1 -

. i a ive an i c e so 0

3 H i
2

Y in respect t°'th° influence 0? the stop a Eczaghg-voice on Shoga vowels. l

5 _
:1 .oz- - ‘ A ‘ . Place of articulation, which 13 small 1“ ' - 29-133 (1983)

9
g

‘ A murmur 9F t ‘ t‘ ht phonation The same Phonetics 11- 1

e
. _

. . ea in 19 . g .

v - . u r 1 1 . . . . . . .
:2 true f0? the overall intensxty._ "htfig [a] schiefer. L.: F0 in the production and

1 3 5 7 9 n n . r . -- . . . . . . . . . r rst 9f all reflects dlfferences 1" d perception of breathy stops: evidence

P“°“P°“°d-
1 3 s 7 9 11 13 ‘ tec°rdlng level. more than “Meremes “2 from Hindi. Phonatica 43: 43-69 (1935)

pndnmrmd.
1 o .the underlying phonation. type. B“

‘ again, the place of articulation of the

StOP influences the intensity course more
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